There was one new coronavirus case reported in Walla Walla County in the last 24 hours bringing the total to eight confirmed cases. Two patients have recovered. There have been no coronavirus-related deaths reported in Walla Walla County.

In a press conference Wednesday afternoon, Washington Gov. Jay Inslee pointed out that social distancing measures are working but that people need to continue following the orders. He went on to say that social distancing is being enforced but not that it is effective.

Inslee also said that the Washington National Guard is deploying to Walla Walla and other parts of the state to help run food banks because of a shortage of volunteers, not as part of enforcement of the stay-at-home order.

Inslee also mobilized the Washington National Guard to Walla Walla and other parts of the state to help run food banks because of a shortage of volunteers, not as part of enforcement of the stay-at-home order.

Online Learning Tips and Tools
For students who are living in the residence halls and experiencing interference with wi-fi when people use microwave ovens and printers, WCTS is aware of this problem, and unfortunately this type of interference may be impossible to eliminate. There is no universal “one solution for every student/room/dorm.” Here’s what we recommend you try if you are experiencing this problem:

1. TRY TO FIND A PLACE, IDEALLY IN YOUR ROOM, WHERE YOU DO NOT EXPERIENCE THIS INTERFERENCE.
2. WHEN YOU FIND THIS PLACE, DON’T MOVE AROUND WITH YOUR COMPUTER. STAY IN THAT PLACE.
3. TURN YOUR WI-FI ON YOUR COMPUTER/DEVICE OFF, THEN ON AGAIN.

Health Reminder
What Does Six Feet Look Like?
Good social distancing includes being six feet away from other people. What does six feet look like? Here are some local points of reference:

- A little less far than Styx is tall.
- The length of the Moon Gate sculpture near Lyman.
- Approximately three ducks, lined up beak to tail-feathers.
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